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We present a new simulation scheme which allows an efficient sampling of reconfigurable supramolecular
structures made of polymeric constructs functionalized by reactive binding sites. The algorithm is based on
the configurational bias scheme of Siepmann and Frenkel and is powered by the possibility of changing the
topology of the supramolecular network by a non–local Monte Carlo algorithm. Such plan is accomplished by
a multi–scale modelling that merges coarse-grained simulations, describing the typical polymer conformations,
with experimental results accounting for free energy terms involved in the reactions of the active sites. We
test the new algorithm for a system of DNA coated colloids for which we compute the hybridisation free
energy cost associated to the binding of tethered single stranded DNAs terminated by short sequences of
complementary nucleotides. In order to demonstrate the versatility of our method, we also consider polymers
functionalized by receptors that bind a surface decorated by ligands. In particular we compute the density
of states of adsorbed polymers as a function of the number of ligand–receptor complexes formed. Such a
quantity can be used to study the conformational properties of adsorbed polymers useful when engineering
adsorption with tailored properties. We successfully compare the results with the predictions of a mean field
theory. We believe that the proposed method will be a useful tool to investigate supramolecular structures
resulting from direct interactions between functionalized polymers for which efficient numerical methodologies
of investigation are still lacking.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polymeric constructs functionalized by active groups
that can selectively react with complementary groups
are at the core of many biological systems (e.g. cell sig-
naling and protein docking) and are becoming a very
popular tool to engineer new functional materials in the
field of nanotechnology.2–6 For instance, DNA strands
tipped by reactive sequences of single stranded (ss)DNA
are currently used to mediate direct interactions be-
tween colloids,2–4 in DNA origami to assist the assem-
bly of DNA tiles into complex patterns,7 or to design
supramolecular gels.8,9 Functionalized polymers are also
used in nanomedicine, in particular in drug delivery to
engineer selective targeting.5,6,10
Functionalized polymers are difficult to model because
their properties result from a synergistic effect between
the reaction free energy of the functional groups and
the polymer conformations that are sharply constrained
by the tight binding acting between reacting spots.11–13
These two contributions to the free energy are compara-
ble (though usually of opposite sign) and, in the inter-
esting regimes, are accessible by thermal fluctuations.12
Hence a statistical mechanics treatment of these systems
needs to account for these two effects.14–16
This leads to a multi–scale problem that hampers the
modelling of these systems. In particular an adequate de-
scription of the reactive binding sites requires atomistic
models that become unpractical when sampling polymer
conformations. This can be better explained by consid-
ering the two systems that will be treated in this paper.
First we will study the hybridisation of tethered inert
strands of ssDNA terminated by a reactive sequence as
used in DNA coated colloids (DNACCs). Here a de-
tailed model necessary to properly describe the hybridi-
sation free energy of the reactive sequences17 cannot be
employed, in realistic computational time, to study typi-
cal DNACCs made of thousand of different ssDNA (long
of up to 50 base pairs) terminated by short strings of
active bases.18 In a second system we will study the
conformation and the density of states of functionalized
polymers adsorbed by ligands distributed on a surface as
motivated by recent experiments.5 Similarly to the case
of DNACCs, a proper sampling requires exploring many
configurations grouped in different topologies in which
different receptors bind different ligands. Realistic dy-
namics of atomistic models cannot access the timescales
of such systems.
In this paper we study the possibility of design-
ing non–local Monte Carlo (MC) moves to sample be-
tween supramolecular polymer configurations with differ-
ent topologies. Specifically we propose an algorithm that
could, in one step, bind/unbind two tethered strands in
a system featuring DNA-mediated interactions or that
could attach/detach a receptor of a functionalized poly-
mer to/from a ligand tethered to a surface. In doing so
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strategiesthatcouldbeusedifthefullspectrum
ofbindingandconfor-
m
ationalstatesofproteinsweretobeharnessed.
In
1984Cooperand
Dryden
touched
on
onesuch
possibilitywhen
proposingthatallosterycouldbem
anifestedfrom
changesinthewidthof
aconformationaldistribution,raisingthespectreofsignificantentropic
contributionstoallostery
50.Theseauthorsrigorouslydem
onstrated,using
astatisticalthermodynam
icform
alism,thatchangesinthefrequencyand
am
plitudeofthermalfluctuationsinaproteinuponligandbindingcould
resultincooperativeenergiesontheorderofafew
kcalperm
olwithout
perturbingtheaveragestructure.Importantly,suchasituationwouldbe
difficulttoreconcilebysimpleinspectionoftheend-statestructures,explain-
ingwhyexperim
entalexam
pleshadescapeddetectionuntilrecently.The
workofCooperandDrydenhasprovenprescient
33.Theterm
‘dynam
ic
allostery’hasevenfounditswayintothem
odernlexicon,ostensiblyto
describetheroleofentropyinthetherm
odynam
icsofallostery,although
unfortunatelyitisoftenconflatedwithm
otionsbetweenrelevantensem
-
bles.However,withthedevelopmentofNM
Rtechniquestostudyallosteric
proteinsystem
satasite-resolvedlevel,bothaspectsoftheroleofm
otion
intransitionsbetweenfunctionalstatesarebecom
ingillum
inated
51–55.
Oneofthem
ostsurprisingobservationsoverthepasthalf-decadehas
beentheappearanceofallosteryinintrinsicallydisorderedproteins(IDPs),
system
sthataredefinedbyalackoffixedstructure,exhibitinginstead
extrem
econform
ationalfluctuations
56–60.Clearlyboth
conform
ational
dynam
icsoffoldedstructuresandlarge-scaledisorderareim
portantfor
allostery
61,butquantitativelyunderstandingthisphenom
enonrem
ains
achallenge.Itisnotobvioushow
thephenomenonofallosterycanbeunder-
stood
and
described
in
term
sthatcan
do
equaljusticeto
both
highly
structuredandhighlydisorderedsystem
s.
Below,weuseseveralrecentlystudiedallostericsystem
s,spanningthe
continuum
ofstructure/dynamicsclassificationspace(Fig.2),toshow
how
changesindynam
icsanddisorderarephenomenologicallyassociatedwith
allostery.Initiallyhighlightedarethechallengesassociatedwithreconcil-
ingallosteryintermsofclassicstructuralordeterministicmodels.However,
whenallostericproteinsareviewedasensem
blesofstates,anentirelynew
paletteofexpectedbehaviourisrevealed.Importantly,itbecom
esclear
thattaxonom
icschem
essegregatingallostericproteinsbyam
ountand/or
typeofdynam
icsthatchangeduringanallosterictransitionm
ayactually
obscuresimilaritiesbetweenm
echanismsthatareonlyphenomenologi-
callydifferent(Box1).Theensem
blenatureofallosteryrevealedthrough
analysisofthefulldynam
icspectrum
ofallostericsystem
sperm
itsarich
repertoireofregulatorystrategiesandillum
inateskeyorganizingprinci-
plesfordescribingallostery.
Thedynam
iccontinuum
ofallostery
Arguablythem
ostsignificantexperim
entaladvanceintheanalysisofallo-
steryhasbeen
thedevelopm
entofNM
R
spectroscopy,which
provides
informationaboutproteinstructure,dynamicsandthermodynamics
16,53,54.
Although
thehigh-resolution
structureofaprotein
providesexquisite
insightintotheenthalpiccontributionsofstructureandsolventtoprotein
thermodynam
ics
62,theroleofentropyrem
ainsobscure.Theideaofusing
fastinternalm
otiondetectedbysolutionNM
R
asaproxyforconforma-
tionalentropywasintroducedsom
etimeago
63,64,wherem
otionevaluated
assum
ingaspecificm
otionalm
odelprovidedanindirectm
easureofthe
num
berofstatesvisited.Thedetectionofm
otioninproteinsoverawide
rangeoftimescalesisnow
wellestablished,butitisthefastpicosecond-to-
nanosecondtim
escalethatseem
stobem
ostim
portantforthedetection
ofconformationalentropy
65–67.Theinitialm
odel-dependentinterpreta-
tionofproteindynamicsintermsofentropywasproblematic
65butitsuse
didrevealtheprobablepresenceofalargecontributionfrom
conforma-
tionalentropytothefreeenergyofprotein–ligandinteractions
68,69.Toover-
comem
anyofthetechnicaldifficultiesassociatedwithusingadynam
ic
proxyforconform
ationalentropy,W
andandco-workersdevelopedan
empirical‘entropym
eter’thatappearsabletoquantitativelyrelatechanges
infastinternalproteinm
otionm
easuredbyNM
Rrelaxationtochangesin
conformationalentropy
54,70.Thisapproachhasbeenusedtodem
onstrate
theintegralroleofconformationalentropyinm
olecularrecognitionby
calmodulin
70andthecataboliteactivatorprotein(CAP)
24.Thecalmodulin
a
b
T state
R state
+4
+60
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Figure1|Structure-basedviewsofallostery.a,Ribbondiagram
representationoftetram
erichaem
oglobin(PDB
accession1GZX)renderedin
PyM
ol(Schro¨dinger).Theproposedpathwayresponsibleforthecooperative
transitionfrom
tensed(T)torelaxed(R)ishighlightedwithredspheresandthe
haem
groupsarerepresentedaslightbluesticks
44.b,Allosterictransitionof
tetramerichaem
oglobin,asproposedbyPerutz
10,13.Tetramerichaem
oglobinin
theT
stateisdepictedontheleftwiththetwo
a-subunits(blue)andthetwo
b-subunits(purple)eachwiththeirownhaem
group(lightblue).Saltbridges,
depictedastheredpositiveandbluenegativecharges,holdthem
oleculein
theT
conform
ation,andthesesaltbridgesarereleaseduponbindingof
oxygen(orangeoval)inthetransitiontotheR
conform
ation(ontheright)
accompaniedbya15uturnofthesubunitsrelativetoeachanother.Also
contributingtotheequilibrium
are60additionalwaterm
oleculespreferentially
bindingtheR
state
45.
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Figure2|Thedynam
iccontinuum
ofallostericphenom
ena.Schematic
representationofallostericsystemswithincreasingdynam
ics,disorderor
fluctuationsontheverticalaxis.
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strategiesthatcould
beused
ifthefullspectrum
ofbinding
and
confor-
m
ationalstatesofproteinsw
ere
to
be
harnessed.
In
1984
C
ooper
and
D
ryden
touched
on
one
such
possibility
w
hen
proposingthatallosterycould
bem
anifested
from
changesin
thew
idth
of
a
conform
ationaldistribution,raising
thespectreofsignificantentropic
contributionstoallostery
50.Theseauthorsrigorouslydem
onstrated,using
astatisticaltherm
odynam
icform
alism
,thatchangesin
thefrequencyand
am
plitudeoftherm
alfluctuationsin
aprotein
upon
ligand
bindingcould
resultin
cooperativeenergieson
theorderofa
few
kcalperm
olw
ithout
perturbing
theaveragestructure.Im
portantly,such
asituation
w
ould
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difficulttoreconcilebysim
pleinspection
of
heend-statestructures,explain-
ingw
hyexperim
entalexam
pl
shad
escaped
detection
untilrecently.The
w
ork
ofC
ooperand
D
ryden
hasproven
prescient
33.Theterm
‘dynam
ic
allostery’haseven
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itsw
ay
into
the
m
odern
lexicon,ostensibly
to
describetheroleofentropyin
thetherm
odynam
icsofallostery,although
unfortunatelyitisoften
conflated
w
ith
m
otionsbetw
een
relevantensem
-
bles.H
ow
ever,w
iththedevelopm
entofN
M
R
techniquestostudyallosteric
protein
system
satasite-resolved
level,both
aspectsoftheroleofm
otion
in
transitionsbetw
een
functionalstatesare
becom
ing
illum
inated
51–55.
O
neofthem
ostsurprising
observationsoverthepasthalf-decadehas
been
theappearanceofallosteryin
intrinsicallydisorderedproteins(ID
Ps),
sy
tem
sthatare
defined
by
a
lack
offixed
structure,exhibiting
instead
extrem
e
conform
ationalfluctuatio
s
56–60.C
learly
both
conform
ational
dynam
icsoffolded
structuresand
large-scaledisorderareim
portantfor
allostery
61,butquantitatively
understanding
thisphenom
enon
rem
ains
achallenge.Itisnotobvioushow
thephenom
enon
ofallosterycan
beunder-
stood
and
described
in
term
s
thatcan
do
equaljustice
to
both
highly
structured
and
highly
disordered
system
s.
Below
,w
euseseveralrecentlystudied
allostericsystem
s,spanningthe
continuum
ofstructure/dynam
icsclassification
space(Fig.2),toshow
how
changesin
dynam
icsand
disorderarephenom
enologicallyassociated
w
ith
allostery.Initiallyhighlighted
arethechallengesassociated
w
ith
reconcil-
ingallosteryin
term
sofclassicstructuralordeterm
inisticm
odels.H
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ever,
w
hen
allostericproteinsareview
ed
asensem
blesofstates,an
entirelynew
palette
ofexpected
behaviourisrevealed.Im
portantly,itbecom
esclear
thattaxonom
icschem
essegregatingallostericproteinsbyam
ountand/or
typeofdynam
icsthatchangeduringan
allosterictransition
m
ayactually
obscuresim
ilaritiesbetw
een
m
echanism
sthatareonly
phenom
enologi-
callydifferent(Box1).Theensem
blenatureofallosteryrevealed
through
analysisofthefulldynam
icspectrum
ofallostericsystem
sperm
itsarich
repertoireofregulatory
strategiesand
illum
inateskey
organizing
princi-
plesfordescribing
allostery.
The
dynam
ic
continuum
ofallostery
A
rguablythem
ostsignificantexperim
entaladvancein
theanalysisofallo-
stery
asbeen
the
developm
entofN
M
R
spectroscopy,w
hich
provides
inform
ation
aboutprotein
structure,dynam
icsandtherm
odynam
ics
16,53,54.
A
lthough
the
high-resolution
structure
ofa
protein
provides
exquisite
insightintotheenthalpiccontributionsofstructureand
solventtoprotein
therm
odynam
ics
62,theroleofentropyrem
ainsobscure.Theideaofusing
fastinternalm
otion
detected
by
solution
N
M
R
asaproxy
forconform
a-
tionalentropyw
asintroduced
som
etim
eago
63,64,w
herem
otion
evaluated
assum
ing
a
specificm
otionalm
odelprovided
an
indirectm
easureofthe
num
berofstatesvisited.Thedetection
ofm
otion
in
proteinsoveraw
ide
rangeoftim
escalesisnow
w
ellestablished,butitisthefastpicosecond-to-
nanosecond
tim
escalethatseem
sto
bem
ostim
portantforthedetection
ofconform
ationalentropy
65–67.The
initialm
odel-dependentinterpreta-
tion
ofprotein
dynam
icsin
term
sofentropyw
asproblem
atic
65butitsuse
did
revealtheprobablepresenceofalargecontribution
from
conform
a-
tionalentropytothefreeenergyofprotein–ligand
interactions
68,69.Toover-
com
em
any
ofthetec
nicaldifficultiesassociated
w
ith
using
a
dynam
ic
proxy
forconform
ationalentropy,W
and
and
co-w
orkersdeveloped
an
em
pirical‘ntropym
e
er’thatappearsabletoquantitativelyrelatechanges
in
fastinternalprotein
m
otion
m
easured
byN
M
R
relaxation
tochangesin
conform
ationalentropy
54,70.Thisapproach
hasbeen
used
todem
onstrate
the
integralrole
ofconform
ationalentropy
in
m
olecularrecognition
by
calm
odulin
70and
thecataboliteactivatorprotein
(CA
P)
24.Thecalm
odulin
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Figure
1
|Structure-based
view
sofallostery.
a,Ribbon
diagram
representation
oftetram
eric
haem
oglobin
(PD
B
accession
1G
ZX)rendered
in
PyM
ol(Schro¨dinger).The
proposed
pathw
ay
responsible
forthe
cooperative
transition
from
tensed
(T)to
relaxed
(R)ishighlighted
w
ith
red
spheresand
the
haem
groupsare
represent
d
aslightblue
sticks
44.b,A
llosteric
transition
of
tetram
erichaem
oglobin,asproposed
byPerutz
10,13.Tetram
erichaem
oglobin
in
the
T
state
isdepicted
on
the
leftw
ith
the
tw
o
a-subunits(blue)and
the
tw
o
b-subunits(purple)each
w
ith
theirow
n
haem
group
(lightblue).Saltbridges,
depicted
asthe
red
positive
and
blue
negative
charges,hold
the
m
olecule
in
the
T
conform
ation,and
these
saltbridgesare
released
upon
binding
of
oxygen
(orange
oval)in
the
transition
to
the
R
conform
ation
(on
the
right)
accom
panied
by
a
15uturn
ofthe
subunitsrelative
to
each
another.A
lso
contributingto
theequilibrium
are60additionalw
aterm
oleculespreferentially
binding
the
R
state
45.
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Figure
2
|The
dynam
ic
continuum
ofallosteric
phenom
ena.
Schem
atic
representation
ofallosteric
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increasing
dynam
ics,disorderor
fluctuationson
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verticalaxis.
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FIG. 1. (a) The hybrid sation of two te hers fu ctionalized
by reactive ites is contr lled by the hybridisation free en-
ergy of the free active gr ups in s lutions ∆G0 (b), and by a
configurational t rm ∆Gcnf due to the e heri g co straint.
we will employ multi–scale appr ach in w ic the fr
energy of the re cting sit s is taken into account impli -
i l , using accessible experimental results.
Some tep in this direction have already been
t ken.14,15 In particular in Ref. 14 we used MC Rosen-
blut Sampling19 to estimate the hybridisation free en-
ergy of t thered single stranded DNA constructs. Be-
cause Rosenbluth weights can be linked to the free energy
of the constructs,19 it is possible to calculate the config-
urational part of the hybridisation free energy by com-
paring independent Rosenbluth simulations of free and
hybridised strands.
In this paper we want to extend these methods to a
dynamic algorithm in which the supramolecular network
is reconfigured on the fly. There are different reasons
for aiming at this step. Notoriously the quality of the
sampling in static Rosenbluth simulations becomes poor
for long polymeric constructs.20,21 Moreover, from a more
practical point of view, a dynamic scheme is much more
versatile because it allows to study a broader range of
systems for which pre–computing Rosenbluth weights (as
done in Refs. 14 and 15) would be unfeasible. In particu-
lar this has motivated the study of the targeting problem
presented in the second part of the paper.
This paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II we present
our algorithm. We present the multi–scale approach, de-
tail the algorithm by which supramolecular structures are
generated, and derive the acceptance rules used to swap
between them. In view of the similarity with the config-
urational bias MC (CBMC) scheme,22 and of its ability
to swap between configurations with different topologies,
we label the new algorithm topological CBMC (tCBMC).
In Sec. III we test tCBMC for DNA–coated colloids sys-
tems. In particular we show how tCBMC can measure
the hybridisation free energy of two tethered constructs
in agreement with previous studies.14,15 In Sec. IV we
then consider a polymer functionalized by receptors tar-
geting ligands distributed on a surface. In particular
we show how tCBMC, in tandem with a powerful um-
brella sampling scheme,23 allows to compute the density
of states of an adsorbed polymer as a function of the
number of functionalized ligands. We validate our find-
ing using a mean field (MF) theory that we present in
appendix A. Finally in Sec. V we present the conclusions
and the perspectives of our work.
II. THE METHOD
Fig. 1a epicts the typical situation that we are inter-
ested in modelling. Two polymeric constructs, tethered
in r1 a d r2, are tipped by complementary reactive ele-
m nts (A and A). We discern between two possible states
in which the constructs are either free (f) or react giving
ris to a bound state (b). In the latter case we say that
a supramolecular structure, spanning between r1 and r2,
has been formed. Here we introduce an algorithm that
samples directly between configurations of type f and of
type b. For simplicity we keep the tethering points r1
and r2 fixed (this constraint can be removed combining
the current technique with standard local algorithms).
Our coarse-grained approach does not model the atom-
istic details of the reactive elements. Instead we use im-
plicit terms (qA, qA and qAA) as internal partition func-
tion of the active groups and bound complex (A, A and
AA, respectively). The internal partition functions can
be linked to the equilibrium constant of the dimerisation
reaction between free reacting groups in solution (Fig.
1b). In particular the equilibrium condition between the
chemical potential of the reactants µb = µf1+µf2 implies
the following relation12,13
qAA
qAqA
= Kref =
e−β∆G0
ρ	
, (1)
where ρ	 is the standard concentration. The partition
functions of the free (f) and bound (b) tethers can then
be derived summing over all the possible constructs’ con-
figurations
Zf = qAqA
∫
dcf e
−βH(f)(cf ) , (2)
Zb = qAA
∫
dcb e
−βH(b)(cb)δ(fee(cb)− r12) , (3)
where cf represents two polymers emanating from r1 and
r2, while cb is a single polymer branch (see Fig. 1). In
Eq. 3 fee(cb) is the function that provides the end-to-end
distance of a bound configuration (cb) and we have de-
fined r12 = |r1 − r2|. In Eqs. 2 and 3 H(f) and H(b) are
the configurational energies of the free and of the bound
constructs. They also account for the interactions of the
chain with the environment (hard walls, other polymers,
etc.). In this study the polymeric constructs are modelled
by flexible freely-jointed chains (FJCs) made of N1 and
N2 segments for the free constructs and Nb = N1 + N2
segments for the bound construct. The nature of H(b)
and H(f) will be further specified in the next sections.
The method of Fig. 1a may resemble identity swap MC
schemes that have been used, for instance, to sample pop-
ulations of polymers with different lengths by removing
monomers from longer chains and regrowing them at the
end terminals of the shorter chains.24 However in Fig. 1a
we have to account for the loss of three degrees of free-
dom of the hybridised chain due to the fixed–end–point
constraints.
3Notice that we have used a point–like representation
for the reactive elements. This may look limiting, for in-
stance, in the case of DNACC systems where the length
of the hybridised segments can be comparable with the
Kuhn length of the constructs. In this regard, we ob-
serve that it is rather straightforward to generalise our
procedure to more detailed models that include a non
trivial representation of the reactive groups.
Here we explain how we create new polymer configura-
tions. Like in Rosenbluth sampling, in order to generate
free configurations f , we grow two open chains by se-
quentially adding N1 and N2 segments ui starting from
r1 and r2 respectively.
25 The i–th segment (ui) is sam-
pled within k possible ones (ui,α, with α = 1, · · · k) that
are generated with a uniform distribution. In this work
we use k = 20. The segment ui is chosen within the k
possibilities with probability pi,α ∼ exp[−βH(f)i (ui,α)].
H
(f)
i (u) is the interaction of the segment u with the sur-
rounding environment, including the fraction of chains al-
ready grown.19 If W
(f)
i = k
−1∑k
α=1 exp[−βH(f)i (ui,α)],
we can define the Rosenbluth weight of the newly gener-
ated configuration (cf ) in the standard way W
(f)(cf ) =∏Nb
i=1W
(f)
i . Following the previous procedure, a free con-
figuration cf is generated with probability
p(cf ) =
e−βH
(f)(cf )
W (f)(cf )
. (4)
A similar algorithm can be used to grow bound con-
structs b. However in this case we have to further bias
the sampling to satisfy the distance constraint on the end
points. If the i− 1–th segment terminates in xi−1, the k
possible segments are generated with probability distri-
bution function given by the normalised density of FJCs
made of Nb − i segments with end point distance equal
to |r2−xi−1 +ui,α|.19 This probability function is given
by p(|r2−xi−1 +ui,α|;Nb− i)/p(|r2−xi−1|;Nb− i+ 1),
where p is the end–to–end distribution function of FJC
constructs.26,27 In practice, the generation of the trial
segments ui,α is done by a hit–or–miss algorithm that
uses the known end–to–end functions p.26,27 We then de-
fine W (b)(cb) as the Rosenbluth weight of the bound con-
struct which is computed as for free polymers but using
H(b) instead of H(f). Notice that the previous procedure
produces a hybridised construct cb with probability
p(cb) =
Nb∏
i=1
e−βH
(b)
i (ui)
W
(b)
i
p(|r2 − xi−1 + uα|;Nb − i)
p(|r2 − xi−1|;Nb − i+ 1)
=
δ(fee(cb)− r12)
p(r12, Nb)
e−βH
(b)(cb)
W (b)(cb)
, (5)
where we recall that fee is the end–to–end distance of the
bound configuration cb.
Growing fixed–end chains has already been used in
polymer simulations.28–31 Instead, what we propose here
is an algorithm that samples between constructs of type
cb and constructs of type cf . This can be done using the
b
f
 3ze
h
`
VDLV O
FIG. 2. Coarse-Grained model of DNA strands tipped by
reactive sites (circles). The squares represent the charges of
the negative backbone that are coarsened (in groups of three)
at the junction points of the chains and rescaled by a normal-
isation factor (z) that is provided by DLVO theory.32
following acceptance rules
accb→f = min[1,
ρ	
p(r12, Nb)
W (b)(c
(n)
b )
e−β∆G0W (f)(c(o)f )
]
accf→b = min[1,
p(r12, Nb)
ρ	
e−β∆G0W (f)(c(n)f )
W (b)(c
(o)
b )
] ,
(6)
as can be derived using Eqs. (1-5). In the previous equa-
tions c(n) and c(o) distinguish the trial (new) configura-
tion from the current (old) system configuration. As in
CBMC22 the Rosenbluth weight of the old configuration
is computed by re–growing the chains. It is important to
notice that our method is not constrained to the knowl-
edge of the end-to-end distance functions p. In particular
using the self-adapting fixed-end-point scheme of Ref. 31,
it is possible to design guiding probability distributions
that can replace p when directing the growth of the chains
toward the target point.
Finally using the acceptance rules (Eqs. 6) it is possible
to calculate the “polymeric free energy” associated to the
formation of the bound construct as
∆Ghyb = ∆G0 + ∆Gcnf = −kBT log
[Lb
Lf
]
, (7)
where Lb and Lf are the number of times that the sim-
ulation has visited a bound and a free state.
III. DNA-COATED COLLOIDS
In this section we utilise tCBMC to compute the hy-
bridisation free energy associated to bridge formation
in DNACC systems (Fig. 2) and compare the results
with previous attempts.14,15 We map a single–stranded
DNA into a FJC33 with unit length segment equal to
` = 1.25 nm. The unit length segment ` has been cho-
sen comparing end-to-end distances with a more accurate
4model of the DNA strands.17 Each segment represents
three bases, resulting in an averaged distance between
nucleotides compatible with the experimental results34,35
(0.43-0.5 nm). The negative charges of the backbones are
then grouped at the junction point between two unit seg-
ments (Fig. 2). A similar model was used in Ref. 36.
We consider the tethers studied by Rogers et al.18 of a
Poly(T) string of 65 nucleotides terminated by a reactive
sequence. The interaction between two charges (i and j)
placed at distance rij is provided by a screened potential
as given by the DLVO theory32
VDLVO(rij) =
(ze)2
4pi0R
exp[−rij/λD]
rij
(8)
where z is the effective charge correction32
z =
exp[a/λD]
1 + a/λD
. (9)
In Eq. 8 λD is the Debye length,
32 and 0 is the vacuum
dielectric constant. In the implicit solvent representa-
tion of Eq. 9, a is the excluded salt region which has been
taken equal to a = 0.5 nm.33 The temperature is fixed
at T = 308 K,32 R = 75, and we used a monovalent salt
concentration equal to 125 mM.18 The free constructs are
made of N1 = N2 =21 segments, while the hybridised
chain is made of Nb = N1 +N2 segments with fixed end–
points. H(b) and H(f) are then given by the sum over
all the pairs of charges of the DLVO interaction (Eq. 8)
augmented by the impermeable wall term. Notice that
the end–points of the free chains also carry a charge and
that the charge on the middle point of the bound con-
struct is doubled. The excluded wall term constrains the
constructs to remain within two parallel planes placed
at distance h (Fig. 2). Below, we consider the case in
which the two tethering points are positioned opposite
each other (i.e. on a line perpendicular to the two sur-
face planes) and do not move along the surface.
Simulations are developed following the scheme pre-
sented in the previous sections. In each MC cycle, we ei-
ther attempt to change topology (with 20% probability)
or we implement a “standard” MC move (with 80% prob-
ability). The change-of-topology movement attempts to
hybridise or to free a bound state with equal probability.
When attempting to make (open) a bridge if the state is
in the bound (free) state the MC move is rejected. “Stan-
dard” MC moves consist either in regrowing full chains
using CBMC (with 20% probability) or in local rotations
of chain branches by mean of pivot and double pivot MC
moves. The swap between free and bound states is done
as described in the previous section using the acceptance
rules given by Eq. 6. The hybridisation free energy is
then computed using Eq. 7 by counting the number of
times that bound and free states have been visited.
It is convenient to bias the run to explore a comparable
number of bound and free configurations. This can be
done by using a free energy bias ∆Gbias that pushes the
simulation, say, toward bound states. On the fly we can
then iteratively correct ∆Gbias by a factor log(L˜b/L˜f )
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FIG. 3. (a) ∆Gcnf as a function of the plane distance cal-
culated using Rosenbluth runs14,15 (full lines) and using the
new proposed algorithm (red squares). Inset: distribution
functions of the Rosenbluth weights generated in the tCBMC
runs for h/` = 10 and h/` = 21. (b) Distribution functions of
the Rosenbluth weight for h = 10` as obtained in Rosenbluth
sampling (RS), in tCBMF, and in “standard” MC moves. In
part (b) and in the inset of part (a), f and b label free and
bound constructs.
(where L˜b/f is the number of times that the Markov chain
has visited the bound/free state starting from the last
time that ∆Gbias has been corrected) until convergence
where ∆Gbias = ∆Ghyb.
Fig. 3a (symbols) shows the results for ∆Gcnf (Eq. 7)
at different plane-to-plane distances h (Fig. 2). Notice
that the configurational free energy cost ∆Gcnf has been
translated by kBT log(ρ	`3). This factor appears (along
with ∆G0) as a pre–factor in the acceptance rules in Eq.
6 (notice that26,27 p ∼ `−3). If compared with the static
Rosenbluth method of Refs. 14 and 15 (full lines) the
agreement is perfect (within the scattering due to the
noise). In the inset of Fig. 3a we report the probabil-
ity distribution function of the Rosenbluth weight (W )
of f and b constructs recorded using tCBMC. While for
h = 10` we have overlap between the free and the bound
distributions, for h = 21` the overlap region is minimal.
Nevertheless convergence is achieved also in the latter
case. This proves the robustness of the method and high-
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FIG. 4. A system of polymers functionalised by receptors
targeting a surface decorated by ligands:5 (a) definition of the
model parameters, and (b) loop inserting/deleting MC moves.
lows to neatly decompose the chain into a series of loops
encompassed by two tails (Fig. 4).
In this section we design MC moves that allow to cre-
ate/destroy loops in one go. We will use this algorithm
to calculate the density of states (⌦(m)) of adsorbed con-
structs which we defined as
Zads =
X
m 1
Z(m) Z(m) = ⌦(m)
he   G0
⇢ 
im
(10)
where Zads (Z(m)) is the partition function of an ad-
sorbed chain (of a chain binding m ligands), and  G0
is the free-energy of the receptor–ligand dimerisation.
We will compare our finding with the results of a Mean
Field theory that has been developed to rationalise re-
cent findings,5 and that has been detailed in appendix
A. Our methodology has the potentiality to unveil how
the typical configurations of the adsorbed chain a↵ect the
targeting properties of these constructs.5 This is more
complicate than funcitonalised nano–particles for which
the configurational costs are simply additive in the num-
ber of bound tethers.10
The system of Fig. 4a has been motivated by recent
experiments on hyaluronic acid (HA) constructs func-
tionalised by hosts reacting with guests immobilised on
a surface.5 HA constructs have a big Kuhn segment
(aK = 14nm) and have been modelled by FJCs made
of Nseg = 64 segments of length aK . On a FJC we ran-
domly distribute nR receptors (placed at the junction
points between two segments) that can selectively target
a surface on which ligands are randomly distributed at a
density equal to 1/d2` , where d` is the averaged distance
between ligands. In this study we have used nR = 27.
5
Each topology is characterised by a number of host-guest
complexes formed that we label by m (Fig. 4a).
The tCBMC scheme employed is depicted in Fig. 4b.
A loop is generated/destroyed as a result of the bind-
ing/unbinding of a randomly chosen receptor to a ran-
domly chosen ligand. Such a scheme requires the abil-
ity to generate loop configurations with fixed end–points
(cab in Fig. 4b) and double–loop configurations with three
fixed point constraints (ca,b in Fig. 4b). Notice that in
Fig. 4b, cab di↵ers from ca,b only for the dashed parts of
the chains. The remaining fraction of the polymer (full
lines) is not touched by a single step implementation of
the MC move and may include more loops. We generate
configurations of type ca,b and cab using the same pro-
cedure outlined in Sec. II. In particular when growing a
loop of length Na, we use the FJC end to end probabil-
ity distribution function p(|xi 1+ui,↵  ra|, Na  i)25,26
to generate trial vectors that are then sampled using the
corresponding Rosenbluth weights (Sec. II). Here xi 1 is
the end point of the (i   1)–th segment relative to the
starting point of the loop. With such a procedure we
can (re)grow single loop and double loop configurations
and calculate their Rosenbluth weight (that we label by
W (a,b) andW (ab) to distinguish between the two di↵erent
topologies).
Given the previous procedure of generating configura-
tions, the algorithm works as follows. When making a
loop we attempt a reaction between a random receptor
(chosen within the mR,f free ones) on the polymer and
a random ligand (chosen within the m`,f ones that are
free) on the surface (see Fig. 4). We then grow a new
configuration of type c
(n)
a,b and calculate the correspond-
ing Rosenbluth weightW (a,b)(c
(n)
a,b ). Similarly, we retrace
the old configuration c
(o)
ab and calculate its Rosenbluth
weight W (ab)(c
(o)
ab ). In the reverse move we try to un–
bind a host–guest complex randomly chosen within the
m that are present in the system (Fig. 4a). Similarly to
what done before, we grow a new single loop configura-
tion c
(n)
ab , (re)grow the current double-loop configuration
(c
(o)
a,b), and measure the corresponding Rosenbluth weight
(W (ab)(c
(n)
ab ) and W
(ab)(c
(o)
a,b)). The acceptance rules for
the two moves are then given by
accab!a,b = min
h
1,
mR,fm`,f
m+ 1
e   G0
⇢ 
· (11)
·W
(a,b)(c
(n)
a,b )
W (ab)(c
(o)
ab )
p(|ra|, Na)p(|rb|, Nb)
p(|ra + rb|, Na +Nb)
i
acca,b!ab = min
h
1,
m
(mR,f + 1)(m`,f + 1)
⇢ 
e   G0
·(12)
·W
(ab)(c
(n)
ab )
W (a,b)(c
(o)
a,b)
p(|ra + rb|, Na +Nb)
p(|ra|, Na)p(|rb|, Nb)
i
.
We recognise that the structure of Eqs. 11 and 12 is the
same as that of Eqs. 6 (with W (a,b) and W (ab) replacing
W (f) and W (o) respectively). The pre–factors are due to
the fact that, following the chart–flow of the algorithm,
the probability to generate a c
(n)
a,b or a c
(n)
ab configuration
is equal to 1/(mR,fm`,f ) and 1/m respectively.
Notice that the randomly selected reacting receptor
could be on the tail of the construct (rather than in a
loop as in Fig. 4b). In this case the algorithm should
= 27
FIG. 4. A system of polymers functionalized by receptors
targeting a surface decorated by ligands:5 (a) definition of the
model parameters, and (b) loop inserting/deleting MC moves.
lights the importance of using a bias (∆Gbias) to record a
sufficiently high number of jumps between f and b states.
To better highlight th different nat r of the proposed
method with r spect to previous studies,14,15 in Fig. 3b
we compare the Rosenbluth weights distributions ob-
tained in the simulation of Fig. 3a for h = 10` with those
obtaine in Rosenbluth sampling.14,15 As expected,20,21
we find that the distributions of the static runs14,15
are very different from the distributions obtained with
tCBMC. Moreover two different equilibrium runs (in
which jumps between free and bound states were forbid-
den) provide the same distributions as tCBMC (full lines
in Fig. 3). This confirms that tCBMC is indeed an equi-
librium ru . If this v lid tes tCBMC from a technical
perspective, we believe that the strength of the method,
as com ared to static approaches, lies in its versatility.
This is illustrat d in the n xt section.
IV. ADSORBED POLYMERS
In this section we want to demonstrate how tCBMC
can handle situations in which the typical configurations
include a large number of different topologies separated
by entropic barriers that cannot be easily overcome by
standard simulations. We will study a system of poly-
mers functionalized by receptors targeting a surface dec-
orated by ligands (Fi . 4a). Most of the studies on poly-
mer binding to surface (e.g. Ref. 37–40) h v focused on
non–s lect ve adsorption in which e ch monomer of the
chain interacts wit every element of the surface. Here,
we consider the case in which a selected fraction of the
monomers carries a binding site (rece tor) whereas all
other monomers cannot bind to the surface. Moreover,
the surface is considered to display discrete binding sites
(ligands) at a given surface density (Fig. 4). In this case
the adsorbed chain can neatly be decomposed into a se-
ries of loops encompassed by two tails (Fig. 4). The
selective–monomer case is usually addressed by standard
simulations41 or using theoretical modelling.42,43
In this section we provide a valuable alternative by
using the algorithm of Sec. II t design MC moves that
allow to create/destroy loops in one go. We will use this
algorithm alculate the density of states (Ω(m)) of
adsorbed constructs which we define a
Zads =
∑
m≥1
Z(m) Z(m) = Ω(m)
[e−β∆G0
ρ	
]m
(10)
where Zads (Z(m)) is the partition function of an ad-
sorbed chain (binding m ligands), and ∆G0 is the free-
energy of the receptor–ligand dimerisation. We will com-
pare our findings with the result of a mean field theory
that will be developed to rati nalise recent ndings,5 and
that has b en detailed in Appendix A. Our methodology
has the potential to unveil ho the typical configura-
ti ns of the adsorbed chain affect the thermodynamics
of adsorption.5 This is mor complic ted than the case
of functionalized nano–particles for which the configura-
tional costs are simply additive in the nu ber of bound
tethers.10
The system of Fig. 4a has been motivated by recent ex-
periments on constructs of the biological polysaccharide
hyaluronan (HA) functionalized with hosts reacting with
guests immobilised on a surface.5 HA have an unusually
large Kuhn segment length,44 and were here modelled
by non-interacting FJCs made of Nseg = 64 segments
of length aK = 14 nm. On a FJC we randomly dis-
tribute nR receptors placed at the junction points be-
tween two segments (notice we have Nseg + 1 available
spots). Each receptor can selectively bind a surface on
which ligands are randomly distributed at a density equal
to 1/d2` , where d` is the averaged distance between lig-
ands. In this study we have used nR = 27.
5 Each topol-
ogy is characterised by a number m of formed ligand-
receptor complexes (Fig. 4a).
The tCBMC scheme employed is depicted in Fig. 4b.
A loop is generated/destroyed as a result of the bind-
ing/unbinding of a randomly chosen receptor to/from a
randomly chosen ligand. Such a scheme requires the abil-
ity to generate loop configurations with fixed end–points
(cab in Fig. 4b) and double–loop configurations with three
fixed point constraints (ca,b in Fig. 4b). Notice that in
Fig. 4b, cab differs from ca,b only for the dashed parts of
the chains. The remaining fraction of the polymer (full
lines) is not affected by a single step implementation of
the MC move and may include more loops. We generate
configurations of type ca,b and cab using the same pro-
cedure outlined in Sec. II. In particular when growing a
loop of length Na, we use the FJC end–to–end probabil-
ity distribution function p(|xi−1 +ui,α− ra|, Na− i)26,27
to generate trial vectors that are then sampled using the
corresponding Rosenbluth weights (Sec. II). Here xi−1
is the end point of the (i − 1)–th segment relative to
the starting point of the loop. With such a procedure
we can (re)grow single and double loop configurations
and calculate their Rosenbluth weight (that we label by
6W (a,b) and W (ab) to distinguish between the two different
topologies).
Given the previous procedure of generating configu-
rations, the algorithm works as follows. When making
a loop we attempt a reaction between a random recep-
tor (chosen within the mR,f free ones) on the polymer
and a random ligand (chosen within the m`,f ones that
are free) on the surface (see Fig. 4). We then grow a
new configuration of type c
(n)
a,b and calculate the corre-
sponding Rosenbluth weights W (a,b)(c
(n)
a,b ). Similarly, we
retrace the old configuration c
(o)
ab and calculate its Rosen-
bluth weight W (ab)(c
(o)
ab ). In the reverse move we try to
un–bind a host–guest complex randomly chosen within
the m that are present in the system (Fig. 4a). Similarly
to what was done before, we grow a new single loop con-
figuration c
(n)
ab , (re)grow the current double-loop configu-
ration (c
(o)
a,b), and measure the corresponding Rosenbluth
weight (W (ab)(c
(n)
ab ) and W
(ab)(c
(o)
a,b)). The acceptance
rules for the two moves are then given by
accab→a,b = min
[
1,
mR,fm`,f
m+ 1
e−β∆G0
ρ	
· (11)
·W
(a,b)(c
(n)
a,b )
W (ab)(c
(o)
ab )
p(|ra|, Na)p(|rb|, Nb)
p(|ra + rb|, Na +Nb)
]
acca,b→ab = min
[
1,
m
(mR,f + 1)(m`,f + 1)
ρ	
e−β∆G0
·(12)
·W
(ab)(c
(n)
ab )
W (a,b)(c
(o)
a,b)
p(|ra + rb|, Na +Nb)
p(|ra|, Na)p(|rb|, Nb)
]
.
We recognise that the structure of Eqs. 11 and 12 is the
same as that of Eqs. 6 (with W (a,b) and W (ab) replacing
W (f) and W (b) respectively). The pre–factors are due
to the fact that, following the flow of the algorithm, the
probability to generate a c
(n)
a,b or a c
(n)
ab configuration is
equal to 1/(mR,fm`,f ) and 1/m respectively.
Notice that the randomly selected reacting receptor
could be on the tail of the construct (rather than in a
loop as in Fig. 4b). In this case the algorithm should
sample between a configuration made of a tail and a con-
figuration made of a tail plus a loop. This can be easily
implemented by generalising the way configurations are
generated and Eqs. 11 and 12. For completeness, we de-
tail how the algorithm works in this case in Appendix
B.
We also report that more efficient runs were obtained
by implementing a MC move that re–arranges two loops
by swapping the ligand which a receptor is bound to.
The details are also reported in Appendix B. Notice that
such a move would be required to guarantee the ergod-
icity of the algorithm in the case that the choice of the
free ligand to bind/unbind (when making/destroying a
loop) would be restricted (for efficiency purposes) to a
region enclosing the tethering points. In that case cer-
tain loops with stretched strands could be unreachable
by an algorithm that would only use making/destroying
loop moves. Alternatively one can think of biasing the
choice of the ligands in more subtle ways that also depend
on the length of the loops/tails that encompass the ran-
domly selected receptor, as well as on the positions of the
ligands to whom such loops/tails are tethered. Those
complications were avoided in our current study. In par-
ticular, we randomly distributed ligands across a square
of side L = 11 · aK with periodic boundary conditions
and, when attempting to bind/unbind receptors, the lig-
ands were chosen uniformly.
We are now in a position to sample between the dif-
ferent topologies of an adsorbed polymer by adding and
removing loops. This could be hampered by high free en-
ergy barriers resulting in runs exploring only a very few
distinct m. To avoid this kind of trapping, we have used
the successive umbrella sampling (SUS) scheme of Vir-
nau and Mu¨ller.23 At a certain step of the simulation we
only allow sampling between configurations with m and
m−1 attached receptors. This implies that if the system
is in a state with m (m− 1 receptors) and we attempt to
create (destroy) a loop the MC move is immediately re-
jected. By sequentially moving the window within which
the sampling is constrained, we can reconstruct Z(m) by
using23
αm =
Ω(m)
Ω(m− 1) =
Nm
Nm−1
Ω(m)
Ω(1)
=
m∏
i=2
αm , (13)
where Nm and Nm−1 are the number of times that the
run has visited a configuration with m and m − 1 com-
plexes formed when constrained between m− 1, and m.
In Figure 5a we report the density of states Ω(m) (Eqs.
13 and 10) normalised by Ω(1). While increasing the av-
erage ligand–ligand distance d`, Ω(m) decreases. Inter-
estingly, in intermediate regions, Ω(m) exhibits a maxi-
mum.
This finding is easily interpreted. Ω(m) is the result of
the competition between the combinatorial gain of many
ligands that can bind many receptors and the configu-
rational cost associated to the formation of loops and to
the polymer surface interaction (Fig. 4).45 Increasing the
ligand density (i.e. decreasing d`) rises the multivalency
of the system, and the density of states increases because
of the combinatorial gain.
This statement can be made more rigorous considering
a MF theory in which ligands are regularly distributed
with a homogeneous density 1/d2` . We can show that in
this approximation (see Appendix A) the partition func-
tion can be written as
ΩMF(m) = n`
[√3/2pi
d2`aK
]m−1
Ψ(m) , (14)
where Ψ(m) is a function that only depends on the ar-
chitecture of the functional chain (see Eq. A7), and n`
is the number of ligands present on the plane. In par-
ticular Ψ accounts for the multivalency of the receptors
on the chain but is independent of d`. Interestingly Eq.
7d`/aK = 0.07, 0.1, 0.14,
0.32, 0.45, 1, 1.58
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FIG. 5. Density of states versus number of bound receptors
at different ligand concentrations (the arrow direction points
toward data sets with higher d`). In part (a) Ω(m) is reported
in simulation units while in (b) we test the mean field scaling
prediction of Eq. 14 (full line).
14 predicts a scaling relation between Ω and d` that has
been tested in Fig. 5b for the simulation results of Fig. 5a.
Satisfactorily, when plotting Ω(m)d
2(m−1)
` we find a nice
collapse of the density of states at different ligand concen-
trations. Importantly at small d` simulations agree with
the MF theory. This is not the case when d` becomes
comparable with the length of the Kuhn segment aK . In-
deed in this case the typical loop configurations become
more stretched, resulting in a density of states smaller
than what is predicted by the MF theory. Overall, the
results of this section validate the use of tCBMC to study
selective adsorption of polymers, the key advantage be-
ing the possibility to sample directly between different
adsorbed states by means of dedicated MC moves.
V. DISCUSSIONS
Functionalizing complex macromolecules by reactive
elements is nowadays a popular tool to engineer self–
assembling systems and smart aggregates. In spite of the
high degree of designability of these materials, efficient
simulation methods are hampered by the multi–scale na-
ture of these systems.
In this paper we have developed a Monte Carlo
scheme dedicated to the study of thermally reconfig-
urable supramolecular networks. This scheme combines
an implicit treatment of the reactive sites with coarse
grained simulations that are used to sample the poly-
meric network. Based on our previous works,14,15 and
similar to what is done in existing literature,28–31 we have
used schemes that can generate polymers whose config-
urations are constrained by the reactions of the active
spots. Comparably to what is done in configurational
bias MC,22 we use the bias measured while generating
these configurations to implement dynamic MC moves
between them. The novel development in the present
case is that we were able to directly sample between
states with different topologies.
First we tested the algorithm by considering tethered
constructs tipped by reactive spots as in systems of DNA
coated colloids. We have demonstrated that the proposed
method can reproduce the correct hybridisation free en-
ergy previously obtained using established methods.
We have then studied a system of polymers function-
alized by receptors binding ligands distributed on a sur-
face. In this case many possible topologies are present,
with polymers exhibiting multiple loops while binding
different groups of receptors to different groups of ligands.
Such topologies are separated by entropic barriers that
hamper the efficiency of algorithms based on local Monte
Carlo moves. We have demonstrated the ability of the
proposed algorithm to handle also this system, support-
ing the usefulness of the proposed method with respect
to existing techniques. This has been done by measuring
the density of states of adsorbed chains and by compar-
ing them to the predictions of a mean field theory. In
appendix A we show how this quantity can be used to
derive, e.g., binding isotherms and to identify regions in
parameter space where the functionalized constructs dis-
criminate sharply between surfaces with high and low
ligand coverage.5,10 This “superselective” behaviour is
desirable when engineering smart systems for drug de-
livery.
We believe that the proposed method could support
the understanding and the design of supramolecular sys-
tems. For instance, concerning DNA coated colloids, it
will allow to calculate the full density of states of two par-
ticles cross-linked by a given number of bridges. This will
highlight the role played by tether–tether interactions
which is usually neglected in the modelling of micron-
sized particles14,15,18 but which has been shown to be
relevant for particles of sub-micron size.36 Concerning
selective targeting, the proposed method could aid the
design of functionalized chains resulting in desired prop-
erties. In this respect, it will be important to generalise
our scheme to worm-like chain models and study how
the ligand–receptor affinity is altered when the receptor
is mounted on a semi–flexible segment.46 This can be
8done in view of the fact that it is possible to grow fixed
end–point chains featuring strong intramolecular inter-
actions between adjacent segments of the chains.31 The
study of excluded volume interactions between polymers
is also desirable. In a more general perspective, it will be
interesting to explore the usefulness of the method when
applied to other relevant systems like, for instance, net-
work forming polymers.8,9,47,48 This will deserve future
investigations.
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Appendix A: A Mean Field Theory for Adsorbed Chains
In this appendix we derive the mean field estimate that
has been used in section IV to compare the partition
function of an adsorbed polymer Z(m) (Eq. 14 and Fig.
5). This is possible in view of the fact that we are taking
ideal constructs for which the partition function of an
adsorbed chain can be decomposed into the product of
loops and tails.
We first concentrate on calculating the partition func-
tion of a tail made of n segments (Ztail(n)) and the par-
tition function of a loop made of n segments with end
points tethered at a distance equal to r (Zloop(n; r)). By
means of Rosenbluth sampling we obtain
Ztail(n) ≈ 0.55√
n
n ≥ 1 ,
Zloop(n; r) =
p(r, n)
n
n ≥ 2 . (A1)
Ztail and Zloop are calculated with respect to the par-
tition function of an ideal chain of length n and fixed
starting point. In particular, in Eq. A1 the 1/
√
n and 1/n
terms are the corrections due to the impermeability of the
plane, while the end point constraint in Zloop is accounted
for by the distribution function p(r, n).26,27 We define by
xi (i = 1, · · · , nR) the ordered sequence of the positions
of the receptors along the chain (xi ∈ [0, · · · , Nseg] with
xi < xj if i < j).
Using Eq. A1 we can compute the partition function of
a chain binding m ligands (placed in rα, α = 1, · · · ,m)
to the m receptors xσα (where σα < σβ if α < β):
Z({xσα , rα}) = Ztail(xσ1)Ztail(Nseg − xσm)
[e−β∆G0
ρ	
]m
·
·
m∏
α=2
Zloop(|rα − rα−1|, xσα − xσα−1).
(A2)
In the previous expression σ labels one of the
nR!/(m!(nR − m)!) different sets of m receptors taken
from the nR ones present on the chain.
Next we approximate the end–to–end distribution
function in Eq. A1 with a Gaussian
p(r, n) ≈
( 3
2na2Kpi
)3/2
exp
[
− 3r
2
2a2Kn
]
. (A3)
Although this is a good approximation only when n is
large we have verified, using the explicit form of the end–
to–end distance p(r, n),26,27 that the relative discrepancy
in the final result is always smaller than 2% (data not
shown).
We now approximate the ligand positions {ri} by a
homogeneous distribution of density 1/d2` . Practically
this allows to replace sums into integrals as follows∑
{rα}
[
·
]
=
[ 1
d2`
]m ∫
dr1 · · · drm
[
·
]
. (A4)
Using Eqs. A4, A1, and A3 into Eq. A2 we can cal-
culate the partition function of a chain adsorbed by the
receptors xσα (α = 1, · · · ,m)
Z({xσα}) ≈
∑
{ri}
Z({xi, ri}) = n`
[e−β∆G0
ρ	
]m[√3/2pi
d2`aK
]m−1
·0.552
√
1
xσ1(Nseg − xσm)
m∏
i=2
[ 1
xσi − xσi−1
]3/2
(A5)
where n` is the number of ligands present on the plane
which is taken to be a square of side length equal to 11·aK
(see Sec. IV). Finally summing over all the possible sets
of m receptors (σ) we obtain Z(m) as defined in Sec. IV:
Z(m) =
∑
σ
Z({xσα})
= n`
[e−β∆G0
ρ	
]m[√3/2pi
d2`aK
]m−1
Ψ(m) (A6)
Ψ(m) =
∑
σ
0.552
√
1
xσ1(Nseg − xσm)
m∏
i=2
[ 1
xσi − xσi−1
]3/2
(A7)
Ψ(m) only depends on the position of the receptors on the
chain and has been computed by an exact enumeration.
In particular for the results of Fig. 5 the 27 receptors
were placed at the position {xi} = {2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 14, 15,
19, 23, 29, 31, 34, 35, 36, 39, 44, 48, 50, 51, 54, 55, 56, 57,
59, 60, 61, 62} along the Nseg +1 = 65 possible positions.
Notice that although we have 27 receptors, In Fig. 5 we
never observed more than m = 19 complexes reacting.
This is due to the fact that receptors that are at the two
extremities of the same segment were never allowed to
bind simultaneously. Indeed a concurrent reaction would
over–constrain the system. Other ways of distributing
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FIG. 6. Number of polymers adsorbed per unit area (Γ)
and selectivity parameter (α) as a function of the scaling pa-
rameter y at two different concentrations.5
receptors on the chains (e.g. forbidding neighbouring re-
ceptors) did not alter the general picture.
Using the density of states we can calculate the bind-
ing isotherms. In particular, following the modelling pre-
sented in Ref. 5, we divide the functionalized plane into
square cells of side size equal to a. Limiting our study
to the case in which no more than a single polymer can
bind a cell, the partition function of a polymer adsorbed
onto a cell is given by Z(m) (Eq. A6) with
n` =
a2
d2`
. (A8)
This scenario is simplified with regard to the real system
but has been chosen because it is illustrative. By equalis-
ing the chemical potential of a polymer in the bulk with
the chemical potential of an adsorbed polymer, we can
easily calculate the fraction of cells (Θ) that are occupied
by a polymer. In particular if we define
Zbnd = c
∑
m
Z(m) = ca2aK
∑
m
ymΨ(m) (A9)
where c is the bulk concentration of the polymers and y
is the following scaling variable
y =
exp[−β∆G0]
√
3/2pi
d2`aKρ	
(A10)
we find
Θ =
Zbnd
Zbnd + 1
. (A11)
Using Θ we can then derive the number of adsorbed poly-
mers per unit area
Γ =
Θ
a2
. (A12)
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FIG. 7. MC moves by which a receptor on the tail
bind/unbind from a ligand (a) and by which a receptor
changes ligand to which is bound (b).
We notice that the leading term of Γ when y → 0 does
not depend on a (Γ ∼ caK
∑
m y
mΨ(m)).
Results for Γ are reported in Fig. 6 (black curves, left
y-axis), as a function of the scaling variable y at two
different polymer concentrations c. For a given polymer
system, the scaling variable y is proportional to the lig-
and surface density. Notice that the number of chains
adsorbed increases with the scaling variable y. It is use-
ful to calculate the selectivity parameter defined as10
α =
d log Γ
d log c`
=
d log Γ
d log y
(A13)
where c` = 1/d
2
` is the density of ligands. Notice that
α measures how sensible the adsorption process is to a
change in the ligand surface density. Calculated values
for α are reported in Fig. 6 (red curves, right y-axis).
The superselective region is characterised by α > 1 and
follows previously reported trend.5,10 However, at this
point, a quantitative agreement with experiments is still
missing.5 This is related to limitations of the coarse-
grained model for the polymer (that, e.g., neglects chain
rigidity close to a receptor) and to the fact that we did
not allow multiple polymers binding to the same lattice
site in the adsorbed phase. These aspects go beyond the
scope of this paper and will be addressed elsewhere.
Appendix B: Tail Reactions and Ligand Swapping
In this section we complete the description of the MC
moves introduced in Sec. IV. First we consider the reac-
tion of a receptor on a tail (Fig. 7a). In this case we have
to sample between a tail cab and a tail plus a loop ca,b
(dashed lines in Fig. 7a). The generation of the loop fol-
lows what was done in Sec. IV. The tail can be generated
in the same way as the free constructs in the DNA system
(Sec. III). In particular the trial segments are not biased
10
by the end-to-end distribution function p but are gener-
ated with a uniform distribution. Using the notation of
Sec. IV, the acceptance rules are then given by
accab→a,b = min
[
1,
mR,fm`,f
m+ 1
e−β∆G0
ρ	
· (B1)
·W
(a,b)(c
(n)
a,b )
W (ab)(c
(o)
ab )
p(|rb|, Nb)
]
acca,b→ab = min
[
1,
m
(mR,f + 1)(m`,f + 1)
· (B2)
· ρ	
e−β∆G0
W (ab)(c
(n)
ab )
W (a,b)(c
(o)
a,b)
1
p(|rb|, Nb)
]
.
We now consider the swapping of a ligand (Fig. 7b).
In this case a bound receptor is detached and rebound to
another ligand. This implies the construction of double
loop configurations (ca,b) that is done as described in Sec.
IV. The acceptance of the receptor displacement is then
given by (see Fig. 7)
acca,b→a,b = min
[
1,
W (a,b)(c
(n)
a,b )
W (a,b)(c
(o)
ab )
p(|r′a|, Na)p(|r′b|, Nb)
p(|ra|, Na)p(|rb|, Nb)
]
(B3)
The previous acceptance rule is slightly modified when
the receptor that is moved is the tethering point of one
of the two tails. In this case we have to sample between
configurations made of a loop plus a tail.
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